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With over 30 years of combined industry experience, the team at K-Wood has 
the expertise to offer a high-quality product at a great price. Our in-house, state-
of-the-art manufacturing facility gives us a competitive design and price edge 
over the competition. Rest assured that at K-Wood we can design and assemble 
the cabinets of your dreams with the functionality you deserve.

Legendary
Industry Knowledge



The professionals at K-Wood have the experience and the knowledge to offer 
each client the most precise design and functionality solutions to any kitchen 
renovation. Whether you are looking to gain more space or build the kitchen of 
your dreams, the specialists at K-Wood strive to deliver results that are beyond 
your expectations.

Kitchen Cabinets
Custom



Bathroom
Cabinets & Renovation

Before

After

Our team includes highly skilled and trained craftsmen who are all licensed 
in their respective trades. Together with our in-house designers, they are 
always aware of the industries newest trends to bring our customers only 
the best. Let the specialists at K-Wood transform your bathroom into the 
relaxing oasis you always hoped it could be.



Our team is committed to providing open and reliable communication through 
the entire renovation process. We pride ourselves on building lasting relation-
ships with all our customers and that’s why we offer a 5 year warranty on all our 
renovation services. Our reviews on HomeStars can attest to our supportive team 
and professionalism towards all aspects of the job.

5 Year
Warranty



Devoted
To Customer Service

K-Wood’s manufacturing capability ensures the highest level of quality standards. 
All of our cabinetry is produced on-site, we do not outsource any of the produc-
tion. This allows us to offer our customers more choice, while still being flexible to 
needs and industry trends. Having our production on-site means our team is able 
to closely monitor the progress of each and every project, guaranteeing top notch 
quality and meticulous attention to every detail.



From fixtures and finishing’s to custom cabinet doors and vanities, the K-Wood 
showroom has everything you need to design the space of your dreams. Let 
one of our specialized designers walk you through our showroom, where all 
the style and colour choices we have to offer are out on display. 

Available to be touched and felt, our cabinet door finishes and mouldings are 
on display to assist you in your choice. The K-Wood showroom also boasts an 
impressive selection of hardware, having over 700 cabinet handles and knobs 
out on display. Our consultants are ready to assist you in every step of your 
project and can accurately cost out all elements to ensure there are no surprises.

The showroom is open to the public:  Monday – Friday 9AM to 6PM 
Saturday 9AM to 5PM. Simply call 416-332−0381 or walk in!

Our Showroom



Where Perfection 
Meets Value

K-Wood has the ability to offer its customers competitive pricing within 
the marketplace because the production of our cabinetry is done on-site. 
Our one-stop shopping experience helps keeps costs reasonable, and we 
believe in passing this value onto our customers. 

Our showroom is a testament to our high quality standards and the vast 
amount of choice we can offer our customers. Stop by today to walk 
through our various show kitchens and bathrooms. And don’t forget to 
talk to our showroom designers for assistance with your project!

A selection of our most popular custom cabinet door styles.



Order directly from the manufacturer! At K-Wood we make the cabinet ordering 
process easy. To get a rough estimate we only need three things: 

1)  A rough layout of the space 
2) The door material you would like 
3) The location of your home

Using your answers we can provide you with a no obligation estimate.  From 
there, our design consultants will assist you in finalizing the design, layout and 
securing final measurements. This is the last step before we provide you with an 
actual quotation and a drawing.

Our consultants work corroboratively with you to then get the drawing into           
production using your chosen: 

1)  Door material, style and colour 
2) Handles selection
3) Any additional accessories

The rest we take care of!

Lead time is 3 - 8 weeks from date of drawing approval (depending on material chosen). 

Family owned and operated since 1997, K-Wood has built a solid reputation 
for quality Canadian-made products. We support our local community yearly 
through charities such as Sick Kids. Where we can, we buy local and only use 
Canadian lumber for our cabinets. K-Wood is a recognized member of the
Canadian Kitchen Cabinet Association.

We pride ourselves on delivering exceptional workmanship that exceeds our 
customers’ standards and that is why we offer a 5 year warranty on all our renovation 
services.

Our Process



1) Are you looking for a full renovation or just cabinetry & countertop?

2) Are you working with a contractor already?

3) What space are you looking to improve?  

4) What is the existing condition and size of the space?

5) Do you have a vision, style or any inspiration in mind? 

6) Are there materials you would like to use?

6) Any accessories or extras you want to have in your cabinets?

7) Are you using existing or new appliances?

Questions
Before Getting Started Rough Layout/measurements in inches

Colour Door Style Handles
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VISIT OUR SHOWROOM:

36 Continental Place
Scarborough, ON M1R 2T4

416-332-0381

INFO@KWOODKITCHENS.COM


